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Abstract 
The nation's development agenda as spelt out in the policy of education is to project and 
inculcate the aspirations, the norms, the image and the ideals of the citizens. Drama as a unit in 
literature is expected to explicate the national expectations in the choice and treatment of set 
books selected per session. If drama is about life, and acting which is the explication of the 
dramatic elements in literature is the presentation of life on stage; then movie which is more 
powerful, effective and affective as a medium of presentation of the realities about life and what 
living is, is jaundiced in its depictions of the social norms and constructions on Nigeria. The 
audiences are at the mercy of the movie producers who too are being controlled by the market. 
Since the piper dictates the tune, video movie in Nigeria has not been solicitous in the 
replication of the people's values. These flaws in imagining, packaging, representation and 
content can be traced to the level of the social and academic exposures of the production 
crews. Also, most . drama texts in schools are still a recycling of old texts and ideas that are 
almost irrelevant and absurd to the realities of the Nigerians that the movies are attempting to 
mimic. This paper therefore posits a review of the drama curriculum or at best an introduction 
of a new curriculum on Ethics of Video Movie Production and Censorship in Nigerian schools. 
Introduction 

The social malaise, moral bankruptcy, political brigandism, avarice, juvenile delinquencies 
and unemployment generated problems witnessed in our society today cannot be excused from the 
failure of the education system and the agenda being set by the video movies. Education is expected to 
be a solution to social deconstruction while the movies to as development medium, set the agenda for 
social reconstruction through employment generation, role modeling, showcasing of normative and 
positive image ideals. This failure, these problems are the results of our education that is not functional, 
and school subjects not tailored towards social reconstruction, and planning and implementation that 
is myopic and certificate emphatic; and so not development motivated. 

Yesufu (2000), lamented that any education that is not designed to enhance moral, social and 
intellectual characters of the people cannot meet the development yearnings of the nation. This is so 
since education is the factor for economic empowerment, industrialization, social advancement and 
integration. However, what Yesufu lamented that our education is lacking was, the basis of education 
even before the advent of the western form of education. According to Okon and Anderson (1982), 
traditional education in Nigeria was aimed at producing a socially constructed citizen. The real, 
morally and intellectually upright man. The curriculum was organized based on the inspirations of the 
people, drawn from the people for the benefit of the community where peace and cooperation reign. 
Though within the community, individuals were organized in groups, they participate fully to impart 
knowledge: although free from structured classes as we have today. And, because traditional 
education was community based, its purpose was clear functional ism. Education therefore was seen as a 
means to an end and not an end itself. As such, within the traditional Yoruba community the concept of 
eko (education), emphasized productivity and discipline as against the human right, permissive society 
that we have today. And, in the traditional Hausa community the teacher was a role model and his duty 
was to prepare the children to be good citizens. Where capital punishments were administered, it 
was with fatherly concern, not to promote brutality and rebellions. The Hausa Islamic education 
therefore was to produce God-fearing, disciplined and dedicated citizens. And, among the Igbo, the 
traditional education was to inculcate positive self-expressions, discretion, competition, self - reliance 
and sense of responsibility. Therefore in the traditional society, laws were put in place informally 
through beliefs and taboos towards social reconstruction. And they were complied with strictly without 
external enforcements, as we have today in form of constituted legal systems. Where traditional justice 
were to be the case, this was in very extreme cases; and perversion of justice was always very rare as the 
community members were always the judges and juries. 

Attempts At Making Education Socially Relevant 
Events after the Nigerian civil war of 1967-70, the long interregnum of the military and the oil 

boom with its attendant, social deconstructions created angst of the western education in 
development. The oil doom and the long militarism rather than promote development exerted serious 
challenges on the school system and the syllabus because of its failure to arrest the insatiable appetite 



for imported goods and a bastardization of Nigerian image that required serious laundering. 
According to Animasaun [2003], and Oji [1982), various attempts were made by past governments to 
carry out drastic clean-ups of the high-level corruption, selfishness and over-dependence on western 
technologies and acute unemployment. These were through policy formulations and development 
projects. These however seem not to be projecting anything development 

However, the bold and concerted steps to make education functional by principle and practice 
culminated in the revised National Policy on Education of 1981. A review of the situation would 
reveal a seemingly failed curriculum because instead of the schools producing a truly democratized, 
egalitarian, independent and a land of opportunities for all, what we have is the society emitting into 
the schools acrid decadence and moral bankruptcy while the schools mostly inject a putrid of 
mediocre, brigands and bawdry occultists in form of graduates. Of course, the 6-3-3-4 policy that was 
meant to create technological breakthroughs needs serious reviewing, as it looks incompetent to 
satisfy the development impetus of the nation. And, most governments, Nigeria inclusive; are noted for 
one thing-refusal to be committed to projects they have not initiated. In view of this, the vision 2010 as 
sound and good as it had been acclaimed to be would remain an archival material like other development 
policies that had met their doom. 

The Literature And Social Reconstruction. 
To concretize the contribution of literature as a subject to development through social 

reconstruction, Section 4 sub - section 6 A (5) of the National Policy of Education (1981) citing the 
core subjects succinctly listed literature in English, History and Geography as some of the subjects 
that the Arts and Science students need to study to be eligible for admission into the higher schools. 
Literature in this concept cuts across the English Literature, but applies to Literature across Nigerian 
Languages as spelt out in the NECO/SSCE curricula. And to achieve the national transformation 
goals, Literature, in section 4 Sub - sections 17 (1) and 18 specifically listed that it is meant to: 

(c) Equip students to live effectively in our modern use of science 
and technology; 

(d) Develop and project Nigerian culture, art and language as well as 
the world's cultural heritage. 

The question is, how many of the students can speak their native languages correctly; yet they 
are backward in the use of English language. Has westernization not eroded our culture? However, the 
video can repair and retain some of these. The Policy continued in Sub-section 18 that the inclusion of 
literature is to: 

(f) Foster Nigerian unity with an emphasis on the common ties that 
unite us   (Nigerians) in our diversity and; (g) Inspire its students 
with a desire for achievement and self-improvement at schools 
and in later life. 

How much have students that formed the bulk of the groups that have been at war with each 
other across the nation being exposed to this part of the policy? Does it mean that their educational 
curriculum is different from that of other areas that have witnessed relative peace? But much as these 
objectives are laudable, the problems of policy implementation, ineptitude, egocentricity and 
intolerance among some Nigerians have made the realization a mirage. Kolo (2003:6), stressed that, 

.... the link between education and development is essentially a product of 
the right policy and commitment to that policy in combination with 
expected tangible inputs to keep the education system on track, to ensure an 
output that can ensure development orientation and impact. 

Rather, there has been a misplacement of priority and emphasis shifted to paper qualification 
at the expense of knowledge acquisition. This is an offshoot of the get-rich quick syndrome that is 
witnessed in the society. And, because of this Kolo (2003: 16), lamented that, 

It does not appear today that the education system in place can meet the 
critical development yearnings for applied technological and scientific needs 
of the society. 

These problems arise because of the lack of appropriate strategies for linking learning outputs 



and directing these to ignite the much-wanted development. Also, the 6 - 3 - 3 - 4 system has been 
truncated from its built-in self-evolving strategies, which was meant to lend a support base for those 
implementing it to initiate and carry out sustainable approaches for educational development as the 
yardstick for development transformation of the nation. This is not unconnected with the lack of 
political will and insincerity in the public education system. 

Apart from the above, egocentricity and lack of creative material sourcing on the part of 
English and Literature policy makers [teachers inclusive], have bedeviled the choice of literature texts 
for our schools. The consistent recycling of old authors and texts have only contributed to promote 
book piracy at the expense of not only the old authors that are supposedly being recycled, but also 
new authors with relevant development prone ideas that can meet the needs of the nation today but 
who remain in utter obscurity. It is however disheartening that while some old authors have attempted to 
move with the development tides of the nation by consistently injecting new ideas through the 
innovative texts they are writing, those in the helm of book policy have tenaciously restricted 
themselves to the old texts. For example, while Wole Soyinka has come up with The Beatification Of 
The Area Boys, and The Adventure of King Babu [?] depicting his angst of the persistent military rule 
in Nigeria before they eventually handed over to elected civilian government, and Ola Rotimi [before 
he died] came up with IF: The tragedy of the Ruled and Hope of the Living Dead that discuss 
governance problems in Nigeria; some literature textbook policy formulators are yet to renounce the 
euphoria of The Jero Plays or The Gods are not to Blame; and while Chinua Achebe has left the 
exhilaration of Anthills of the Savannah, some teachers are still bemoaning Odili Samalu's fate in the 
hand of Chief Nanga in A Man of the People. This is what Fela Anikulapo dubbed 'using the 1809 
law to judge cases in 1980'. Though some of these recycled works may have some relevance to 
aspects of the situation today, they cannot totally meet the urgent development, social and 
empowerment quests of the nation today. 

What this paper is proposing is the institutionalization of the old authors by creating a study 
class on them so that authors whose ideas are based on the realities of that period in which they 
represent can have a place on the curriculum. In view of this, this paper is calling for a consistent and 
continuous review of the literature curriculum to accommodate new authors with ideas that mull over 
the social relevance and reconstruction ideals of now and expand it to include video movie studies. 

Needs For The Inclusion of Movie Studies Into The Curriculum 
There are some basic reasons why movie studies should be introduced into the curriculum and 

to commence from the senior secondary school level. The movie has become a veritable source of 
employment. It is one of the highest income earners today. Some movie stars even earn higher than 
some bankers. Ifenkwen (2003), quoted Clem Ohameze that as at 2003, he earns nothing less than 
Two Hundred and Fifty Thousand Naira per flick and as much as Six Hundred and Fifty Thousand 
Naira in some other cases. According to him, 

... the industry is moving on. Right now, we are the highest earners in the Nigerian economy. 
No bank manager can earn what / earn in one film in three months.  P. 31 

It is because the movie is a money-spinner that young graduates, especially ladies flock in to 
earn a living. And apart from this, it is a modeling and fashion for both the artistes and most 
Nigerians, and as well an image-making medium for the nation. However, it is disheartening that most 
of the movies construct an image of the Nigerians that are negative, than what will contribute to 
national development. Voyeuristic, scopophilious, voodooistic and hooliganistic agenda are being 
built through the video than development motifs. The gazes of a doomed, closed rural setting that 
have nothing to expand from or contribute to development are consistently being recycled. All these 
are possible because most of those involved in the production are either affluent quacks who see video 

movie as a huge investment with quick returns or wretched applicants seeking for cheap celebrity who 
will wait at nothing to accept any role. As a result, it has been very easy cartelizing our ladies and 
machosizing the men as all brawn and no brain, thugs or gigolos in most of the movies and ladies as 
whores, wicked and desperate lascivious lovers. For example while Glamour Girls, Omo Empire, 
Outkast and others overtly parade abasements of women, Lepa Shandy, Women above Men, present 
men as gigolos and Not with My Daughter celebrates cultural incompatibility at a time the popular 
song is how to form a united and vibrant Nigeria. These are images that would not have been were 
participatory approach adopted in movie production, where all the characters contribute to 
representations or the artistes were exposed to the rudiments of acting and video production while still in 
secondary school. 



Apart from this, Adesanya (1997), informed that the success and the popularity of the video 
movie is attributable to the uncanny similarity of their stories and themes to Nigerian literature. 
Therefore, while literature books selected in most of Nigerian schools are a celebration and a 
recycling of old ideas; the video apart from featurizing and concretizing ancient realities, dramatizes 
real situations and then set the agenda for the development aspirations which Nigerians really needed 
but which the literature is not addressing. For instance, issues on health [FIIV /AIDS], child abuse and 
trafficking, drug related problems, governance and accountability; good grooming, unemployment, 
violence against women, oil bunkering, religious and communal uprisings, militant and reactionary 
groups, environmental issues and crimes are exposed for the audience to learn from, but which most of 
the old literature books did not address, except by inference. 

When movie studies are introduced into the curriculum, a functionalization of literature as an 
employment tool and movie as participatory development medium would be engendered. In essence, 
instead of concentrating the movie theme and plot on the financial generation aspirations of the 
producers, the cast and crew would be in position to inject their ideas as to which is the right and 
relevant problem to be tackled, inquire why the problems exist and how changes can be effected. 
According to Crawley [1998], this would justify empowerment and development propositions which 
are rooted in various and variant ideological and political positions, and as such; those who see the 
movie as an empowerment medium would be guided in the distinction between methodology and 
strategy when using participatory approaches to movie production. 

'And, of course, the student who has studied the theories of movie production would know 
when and how her image, culture and privacy; and that of the people are being battered. Before this 
process, their dream of being an actress would have matured and they would have taken the decision of 
how and when to step in as movie stars. It is because most of the secondary school leavers and 
graduates who go into acting, especially ladies are novice that they are made to accept odd parts and 
which some gladly accepted to their detriment. It is not an over statement that most of Nigerian 
female actresses are victims of horrific media representations such as bed-hoppers, lesbians, sexists, 
[Amah 2003]; husband snatchers, and prostitutes instead of being role models. 

Moreover, in line with the Information Communication Technologies [ICT] agenda, apart 
from computer, other technologies are useful in knowledge imputation. According to Insights 
Education [2003], the movie 

Should also be used to promote information literacy, the ability to access, 
use and evaluate information from different sources in order to enhance 
learning, solve problems and generate new knowledge ..... (P. 2). 

This would facilitate the students to become more independent and effective information 
seekers and ethical users. This follows the assumption that as students become familiar with the 
movie, information culture would be developed rather than the previous perception in some quarters 
of the video as mainly entertainment medium. Also, critical thinking and awareness generation about 
knowledge would be in enhanced. 

Other Advantages of the Video Movie in the Curriculum 
When video movies or clips are used in teaching, it will enhance teaching and learning. And 

according to Job [2001], it will give the student the opportunity for imaginative thinking and 
sensibilities for the purpose of experiencing diversification of creative intelligence. In essence, it has 
the ability to uncover an unusual range of talents and experience, ability to initiate social change will 

be stimulated, physical and mental freedom will be amplified, and it will sustain a purposeful and 
experienced environment that will promote interest and mutual identities, values, and aspirations. 
Also, Oghuahun (2003:15), informed that the advantage of movie education vis a vis theatre education is 
that it would lead to the imbibitions of the spirit of personal adjustment, promptness and neatness, 
patriotism, self-reliance and word justification. 

An early exposure to the mechanics of video production would build in the students the 
normative approach to movie production. Normative approach takes into cognizance what is the norm in 
the society for the sane and right thinking individual, as against pervasive and unsolicitous 
representations that are often observed in most Nigerian movies. Protz [1998], informed that in using 
video with empowerment objectives, it is possible to address the meanings that the members of the 
community attached to their own responsibilities, which an outsider may not be able to execute very 



objectively. 
And apart from the above, and beyond the secondary school level, Animasaun [2000], 

showed that discretely from the denotative meanings that can be deducted from movies, meaning in-
formation can be adduced through connotative and extra-cinematic interpretations of a movie. When 
this is applied to instructions both at lower and higher levels it would make it easy and possible to use the 
video movie to teach some subjects on the curriculum. In essence, the movie as a whole or snipets of it 
can serve as a resource material to enforce learning in some specific situations as identified below. 

For instance, anybody willing to teach issues in local government administration or unionism 
would find Ogun Agbekoya: Agbekoya uprising, or Rere run very resourceful. Also a discussion of 
topics on political science or government depending on the indigenous group concerned can use the 
cultural video movies as instructional materials. Though some of these movies are without sub-titles, 
the determined and committed teacher would employ the services of an interpreter. For the Hausa 
community therefore, the film Amina would be ideal while the Yorubas can rely on Oduduwa, 
Ogedengbe or Afonja movies to teach aspects of Yoruba history. Movies abound that discuss the 
advent of, and the effect of the incursion of the whites on Africa and African culture which any 
history, anthropology or development studies student or instructor can consult. 

Apart from the above, anybody teaching or researching into governance, sociology or public 
administration would find Harbinger, The Face of a Liar, Glamour Girls, The Prostitute and others as 
relevant resource materials; just as Animasaun [2000], showed that Heart of Gold can be used as an 
instructional aid and to teach architecture, civil engineering. And as a psychology material, the flick is a 
reasonable stuff to instruct on empowerment and ego building. 

It has been stated that because the movies in plotting have similarities to Nigerian novels is 
why Nigerian viewers accept them easily. Therefore, apart from being dramatized materials to 
reinforce the teaching of literature and other subjects, the model below shows how the movie can be 
appropriated to teach an aspect of the English syllabus. This is aside from the fact that those teaching 
practical phonology can emulate the fluent characters in some of the movies. 

Applying the Video to Teaching and Learning 
To apply the movie to reinforce learning is to consider the movies above its entertainment 

medium. The instructor will consider mise-en-scene, semiology and iconographic gaze and the 
contributions of these to message and meanings. This is to encourage participatory learning where 
cinematic and extra-cinematic indices are stressed. These considerations would emphasize: [I] What is 
the cultural value of the movie? [ii] What message is the movie conveying? [iii] How rational is it in the 
presentation of these messages? [iv] What is the propensity to promote good grooming? Is it high or 
low? If high, use it; but if low, 

reject it. 
[v] How relevant is it as a development tool? [vi] What aspect of 
development is the movie likely to reinforce? 

Applications 
When the instructor has made up his mind that the movie is of instructional value, he may 

decide to use it first informally and then formally as a resource material. To use it informally will 

mean the instructor alluding to it when teaching. He can stimulate interest by asking who has watched the 
movie before referring to the specific aspects of it, which is meant to aid the understanding of the topic he 
is teaching. He can then encourage the students to watch it later. But formal teaching can be done 
through these two approaches-fa] The Instructor Determined Clips [I.D.C.] Approach, and [b] The Peer 
Determined Movie [P.D.M.] Approach. 

The I.D.C. Approach Through this method, the teacher who is inquisitive and an ardent movie 
viewer, via selective identification is able to identify scenes; shots or utterances from movies that will 
better make learning reinforceable when applied. He will then prepare the teaching material by 
dubbing out the relevant snippets and compose a lecture note with relevant instructions where these can 
be applied in the classroom situation as a teaching aid. 

The P.D.M Approach This will promote participatory learning through movie selection. It will 
discourage the students to take movie watching as a pastime which video games are noted for. The 
students, who have been guided on how movies can be adapted to aid learning, would select movies 



that arc educative, good grooming and empowerment prone from the ones they have watched. They 
would discuss the education themes it contains and bring this to the attention of the teacher to preview 
and do selective recording for the whole class. Where this is done, the teacher would be guiding the 
video viewing habits of the students towards productive and educative video screening. 

Demonstration 
I.D.C. Approach To Teach Summary And Comprehension. 
Objective: - To use the video movie to teach summary and comprehension. 
Materials: - Clips of the movie Hot love Part 1 
Video Player 
Television set 
Population: -Maximum of 35 students 
Duration:-   20 mins. 
Presentation: - 
Part [1] Definition of Summary: - Instructor gives oral definition of summary before backing this up 
with the video movie exercise. SUMMARY means: 
To give the exact points of a passage leaving out unnecessary details 

Step A: Video Work 
Teacher inserts the recorded cassette that shows: 
(i) Slides of the Landlord coming to quarrel with Tony and the quit notice served. 
(ii) Captain Tony gets angry leaving the house and a file containing some vital documents behind  
after he had shown his wife the rent agreement and receipt of past rents. 
(iii) Wife picks the file still entertaining the fear of the landlord's threat. 
(iv) An envelope drops from the file. 
(v) She picks it, opens it and reads the content. It turns out that the husband has been having an affair 
outside. 

Tape Off. 
Teacher calls the attention of the class to these details and prepares their minds to the 

summary of the whole episode as given by the wife to her sister. 

Step B. Tape Rolls. 
(i) Sister's house. She enters. 
(ii) A young lady that was sitting with the woman leaves. 
(iii) Elder sister inquires what is bothering her kid sister. 

Teacher pauses tape:  Then asks the class what they would report if they were the aggrieved lady. 
After their answers he prepares their mind for the lady's answer. 

(iv) Tape rolls: Tina narrates her problems leaving out all the 
unnecessary details 

Part [2] [The teacher then asks the students to compare their own summary with the lady's. In doing 
this the teacher is not only teaching morality on the part of the landlord who feels ejection is the 
solution, but also exposes the unreasonableness in: 

• The man who is wayward and irresponsible 
• The woman who breaks her home by taking her case outside, But 
• How to read and comprehend what one is studying. 

The Suggested New Curriculum 
Having made the above demonstrations, this paper is prescribing a new curriculum. To make 

literature more functional and relevant to Nigerians development and empowerment desires, this new 
curriculum can be added to the SSCE/NECO Syllabus. 

Literatures of Pioneering Nigerian Writers: This is to include all or any of these: Amos Tutuola, 
Wole Soyinka, Chinua Achebe, Ola Rotimi, Cyprian Ekwensi, T. M. Aluko, Zulu Sofola, Elechi 



Aniadi, Zaynab Alkali, Femi Osofisan e.t.c. This would concentrate on literature texts before the 
colonial period to 1981,when the revised National Policy of Education was released. This however is 
open to discussion, but the idea is to give young writers a place to showcase their creative and 
development ingenuity too. 

Ethics of Video Movie Production and Censorship: This would highlight the normality and  
abnormality in Nigerian movies in comparison with the dictates of the Video Censors Board  
provisions. 
No.2 above will especially concentrate on detailed discussion of these sub-themes, [a] Social History 
of Nigerian Movies and Stars: - This is towards introducing the students into the Sociology of  
Nigerian Movies. The attempt would be to explore the realit ies in Nigerian movies and the  
orchestration of negativity as against using the movie as development communication medium. 
[b] Elements of Acting: - This will prepare the students on the nitty-gritty of common sense and right 
thinking acting as against the mystical, voyeuristic and scopophilic representations we are used to. 
This will present the video as an empowerment instrument meant to create role models and promote 
development. And, 
[c] Studies in Participatory Actions: - This will consider the democratization of movie production as 
against the Producer/ Director determined productions that had been and create room for self- 
expressions and representations. 

Possible Problems 
Most video producers have monetization at the back of their minds, and not even the cast are 

left out. The movie story is often told with the candour of causing the audiences to part with their 
money and the characters too are made to impel home these inspirations. In view of this, most of the 
movies we watch in Nigeria are actually not tailored towards empowerment and social reconstruction 
but on attempts to deconstruct what is perceived, as the abnormal in Nigeria and which to a great 
extent is the norm in the western cultures. However, where the teacher believes in the place of 
education as a tool for social change and empowerment, and a medium to meet the economic 
emancipation of the school leavers, he would see the video movie as the right device to directly or 
indirectly achieve these dreams. However, these thoughts may not be actualized because of the 
problems identified below: 

1. Financial problems could arise on the provision of the equipment such as relevant video movies, 
empty cassettes, video players and recorders, television sets and power fluctuation or power 
outage. This may call for a generator set problem. 

2. There is also the problem of maintenance. Should the teacher be the one to man the gadgets or a 
staff be hired to do this? The problem of salary would come up and then the debate of actual 
   relevance may follow as some people may see it as a diversionary measure and a step to 
trivialize learning. 

3. The teacher too may not have the time to do real screening before embarking on which is 
learning worthy and then selective viewing. Most of the teachers in our schools especially are 
not trained; as such they may not see the need to reinforce their information. 

4. This idea of using the video to reinforce learning is open to abuse especially from the students. If 
the equipment are not put under strict maintenance, movies with questionable themes or plots 
may be screened and unserious students may see it as an opportunity to while away their time. 

Conclusion 
It is not a fallacy that there are many problems in the society that the education has not got 

solutions to. And the video movies being churned out in their thousands are reinforcing the problems 
rather than ameliorating it. As an empowerment medium and tool for social reconstruction, there is 
need for the Nigerian schools to expand the literature curriculum and introduce the rudiments of video 
movie and video production into the curriculum. This would make the secondary school graduates 
who are ignorant about the sensible movie to be grounded in movie ethics, as they would be exposed to 
the sociology of movies and what is the norm in the society. These graduates would be the disciples of 
social reconstruction by enforcing participatory video production and thereby create a vibrant 
socially relevant and developed Nigerians. 
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